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TwJTRAN SPHERIU A lNIRTRANPRWIAM TO SOLVE THS MULTIGROUP

TRANSPORT EQUATION IN Thkl-DIMENSIONALSPHERICAL GEOMETRY

by

K. D. Lathrop
F. W. Brinkley

AMTRACT

Finite difference techniquespeculiar to the solu-
tion of the Boltzmann transport equation in two-dimen-
sional sphericalgeometry are given. Programming in-
formationand input instructionsare given for a FORTRAN
program to solve the transport equation in this geometry.

I. lN1’RODUCTION

The TWOTRAN SPHERE program is a modification
.

of the general-geometryTW(Y1’RANprogram~ to solve

the multigroup discrete ordinates approximationto

the transport equation in two-dimensional(r,9)

sphericalgeometry. In this geometry there are two

angulax derivatives in the transport divergence op-

erator. Treatment of these derivativeshas re-

quired developmentof techniques not anticipatedin

previous &riva* of discrete ordinates difference

equations,eend has made the programming of TWOTRAN

SPHERE different enough from that of TWOTRAN to re-

quire this separatereport.

An effort has been made to make TWWIRAN SPHERE

compatiblewith the general geometry TWOTRAN pro-

gram, and we describe here only the differencesin

the programs and the theory. We do not repeat ex-

plsmations of common material such as cross section

formats. For such details the resder is referred to

IA-b432, (Ref. 1).

Two unexpected difficultiesarose in developing

TWCYXIANSPKSRE. First, for systems larger than a

hemisphere,our usual progressionthrough the 8pace-

sngle mesh became numericallyunstable. Second,

with our first representationof angle-to-angle

streaming (two angular derivatives),we could not

obtain constant in O solutions for homogeneous

spheres. That is, we could not duplicate one-dim-

ensional. ccinputations.Our solutions to these

problems are described below.

11. =RY

A. The Divergence Operator

In (r,Q) sphericalgeometry we measure dis-

tance, r, from the origin and emgle, Q, from a pole

through the origin. We choose this to be the south

pole so that in our rectangularpicture plots in-

creasing Q is drawn from the bottom to the top of

the page. In this gecsnetry.,we write the transport

divergence operator as2

cow a(g$)o
r aw (1)

In this equatioqQ is a unit vector in the direction

of particle motion and p, q, end < are direction

cosines such that

(2)

1



and .uis an azimuthal angle about the directionQ

such that

~2)*co~ ~
Tl=(l- (3)

and

F=(l- 24
V) sinw;

and * is the particle distributionfunction. By

performing some of the derivatives,we can also

write (1) as

(4)

B. Finite Difference Form of the Divergence~-

erator

Following the suggestionof Ref. 2, but using

the consistent notation of Ref. 1, we approximate

(1) by

~ ‘i+&~Ai-+ ‘am+*Nm++-am-~NIU-$

, Bj+*-BJ-.*%++%+~~%~%$
v w

.

In this notatioq V is the volume of a

and A and B are surface ueas. These

(5)

finite cell

are given by:

(8)

In these cquations,asthroughoutthe computer Pro-

~r~ we measure Q in units of revolutions,O < Q < *

In (5) the quadratureweight W plays the same

role as the volume V and is also two dimensional.

In the equation we use a subscriptingconvention in

which centered subscriptsare omitted, e.u., W *

Wd, P = Pm, etc. The rwe of subscriptsis

i=l,2, .... IT,

J =1, 2, .... J1’,
(9)

m= 1, 2, .... ISN,

and

t = 1, :’,.... ISN,

where there are IT r intervd.s,J’1Q intervtis,ad

ISN*ISNMBUISX intervas. ISNiS the order of the

:)

angular approxi-tion, ISN = 2, l+,... .

In the divergence free case when the particle

distributionis a constan$we must have

We satisf3’this requirement in a nonunique fashion

(u)

(12)

determine the rest of the

u8ing given values of W, w,

To solve (5)we use the standard diamond dif-

ferencing,assuming that

~=Ni+~+ ‘i.+= ‘j+~+Nj-*” ‘m+$+ ‘m-h

= Nl+* + ‘~-~
(13)

If negativefluxesarisefromthisassumption,we

use the set-flux-to-zero-s.nd-correctalgorithm.

c. ProgressionThrough the Angular Mesh

In our initial attempts to solve (5] we found

that, when O was greater than one-quarter revolution

(systems larger than ahemiaphere), our normal re-

cursion progressionwas unstable. The &lrect cause

of this difflcul.tyis the appearance of terms like

Bj++ - ‘j-?!’
in the numerator and denominator of our

solution of (5) for N. For systems larger than a

hefi@ereJ Bj+* - Bj-* is negative,whereas all.other

coefficientsin the recursion for N are always posi-

tive. The difficulty lay in our progression from

most negative q to most positive q in analogy to

our usual progression on p from most negative to

most positive values. This p progression is based

on the fact that a particle entering a sphere and

streamingthrough the sphere has a constantly in-

creasing p cosine. To see this we write (4) in terms

ofll= (l- @’K, g~~ng

(14)

Writing this operator as a total derivativewith re-

spect to the distance, s, in the directionQ gives

,

.

.

.
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and

ao K
m=

COW3(1-K2)“

From (16) we find

2+r(l-~)= cl,

and from (17) we find

sin 0(1 - K2)* = C2

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

as the characteristicequations of particle motion.

These chixracteristicsare plotted in Fig. 1.

Our customaryprocedure for (r)V) progression

is to set the outer boundary condition at r = a for

negative (incoming)V values. We then move to the

t

-1

0 0

1.0

K

I

o

-1

0
0 dn 0I

o Y2 7
-0

I.b

Fig. 1. Characteristicparticle paths in(t$ the
(r,p) plane,and~) the (K, sinO) plane.

center for increasinglymore positive v values. When

ve have treated all negative p value~ we move out-

ward frcm the center for increasinglymore positive

values of V. This procedure is numerically stable

and follows paths like A-B in Fig. la.

The situation is more complicated for (K,O)

progression. If the system is smeJ.lerthan a hemi-

sphere (CICV/2 in these variables), then we caa

uae an analogous procedure, starting from the top

boundary (CImeasured frcmthe south pole), at

values ofQ near n/2. We can then set the boundary

condition for incoming q (negative K) values and

move to the bottcsm(0 near zero). This is path B

in Fig. lb. Once the bottom is reached for all neg-

ative K, we can set the bottom condition for sJJ.pos-

itive K and move to the top. These are paths like

C in Fig. lb. We find this procedure stable when

Q <n/2.

However, when Q >rf/2, we find we must proceed

on paths like D-A, mom so that values of K de-

crease. This changes terms like Bj+* - ‘j-~
(;ga-

tive when Q >n/2) to terms like Bj-A- Bj+~ and
our recursion is stable.

Our procedure, then, for systems with Q greater

than n/2 is to start at the top (Q near rr)for nega-

tive K direction~ move downward for decreasing K

values until Q = rr/2,then continue downward for in-

creasing K values until Q is near zero. These paths

like A-B andwe must complete &U. A paths before

starting B paths. Once all negative K values are

computed to the bottom, we start upward first for

all paths like C and then for all paths like D.

This procedure is stable, and we obtain the same re-

sults for a homogeneous sphere if we represent it by

()<Q<n/2orbyn/2<9 Cn.

The above procedure is compl%cate~but because

of the organizationof TWOTRAN we were able to im-

plement it by duplicatingthe sweep segments of sub-

routine INNER, using a trigger to tell us whether we

are computing at 9 values greater or less than Tr/2.

Details of the SII@.ar progression are given in the

next section.

D. Treatment of Angular StreamingTerms

Moving through the angular mesh in a two di-

mensional sphere,we must treat terms in both N
Mt+

and Nt+~ Even after selecting a stable

3



progression through the mesh, we found that our

fir8t trealisentof this angular streaming term

was unsatisfactory. When we calculatedhomogeneous

sphere~we found that our solution,which should

have been independentof 0, still showed O varia-

tion. This variation was the more rapid, the more

rapid the r variation of the solution. The dif-

ficulty was traced to our treatment of angle-to-

angle couplings. Because our present solution is

not the most efficient,we describe both treat-

ments.

1. Original (Incorrect)Frocedure. In Fig.

2 we show the details of our original angular pro-

gression in the case of a standard S6 qUSd.ratWe

t

qu)

El-*’4-0— -0 ● — ●zo—?
-p(m)

lNITll\LIZATION

‘p(m)

point arrangement. Numbers by the points indicate

the actual.order of movement through the directions,

and arrows between points indicate the direction of

informationflow. For example,point 10 for Q <v/2

correspondsto 1 = 3, m = 4. To calculate

Nij4Ywe needNh-~~dNm-~ud theseare gotten
fromthe extrapolationperformed after the calcula-

tion of Nij33 (Nn-$ at pint 6 ad the extrapola-

tion after the calculationofNij42 (Nt-$ at point

8. To startthe calculationwemust initialize

‘m-~ and Nh-~
Thiswe do by using the step scheme

(Ref. 1), and the tiections in which initialize-

tion is performed are shown in Fig. 2.

Note that when Q >n/~our procedure is implicit.

We start with negative T values and move downwti,

but we initializefor the most positive ~ values.

The calculation of point 3, for example, depends on

the calculationof point 18. Our otherchoice,to

start at point 13, say,is alsoan implicitproce-

dure because this positive value of qwould imply

that we should start computing at Q . r/2 moving

upward, but then we require not yet computed flux

informationfrcsslocations of Q <rr/2. We have

noticed no increase of normal iteration time due

to this implicitness,*but it does imply an iterative

requirementeven if we compute a pure absorber with

vacuum boundary conditions.

The Informationflow in Fig. 2 is not the most

general possible. For example,we could allow point

1 (CI<n/2) to feed point 2 as well as point 3.

This, for sysssetry,would require point 2 to feed

pofit 1. In fact, we were able to show by hand com-

putation for a simple system that the arrangement

of Fig. 2 would not allow a flux independentof 9

without additionalcoupling. With the arrangement

shown in Fig. 2, we found that the ab/Zl.uterm in

(4) didnotvanlsh. Because the coefficientof this

term involves Q, our solutionretained a 0 depend-

.

~ !4--.!5~!~!,, ] 2. ModifiedFrocedure. Ourhandcomputations

ence.

Fig. 2.

4

(1>V2

Flux initialization and information flow
for the first attempt (unsatisfactory).

convincedus that a mre general coupling of the

w= f’luxWJWWI needed. We accomplishedthi.sin

a simple manner by using a different point arrange-

ment on the unit sphere. Our angular integrals are

given by

‘Any full sphere computationwill require
top boundary condition (Q = n reflective
which will require iteration anyway.

an implicit
condition)
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2?!With the change of variable q = (1 - p ) &we have

I =&/ @f’ d,(l - ,2)-+,
-1 -1

(21)

which allows a separablequadrature using Gausa-

Legendre for p and Gauss-Chebyahevfor K. 8uch

sets are built into TWOTRAN SPHERE. Our mesh pro-

gression and informationflow is shown for the S6

approximation (using these sets) in Ng. 3. While

f K

) ,

‘ J:jj ;:;–;

5 ,J _2J _,! j q ;j

4- - .— *—.

t t t t t ?
P

3 j -] –j j –:::j

2 ~ijrj ,Jj,~j~

I I ~m
I 2 3 4 56

INITIALIZATION

8<7?72 a N~. k2

f K A NL*I,2

A
* BOTH

J9_ *20_A21 A28+A29_A30

‘ :22_ !23_ !24 13, 132 133

5 ~2L !2L !27 i,: i,; i,,
4. - .—e —o

I I I I I I
4 4 i 4 4 -P

+1

3 i4– [– [ ;: (; ;:

2 i,–i–i i,~i,; i,,1-. ❑ —.8—.9—*● —*—*
1 I =m

I 23 456

8>772

Fig. 3. Satisfactoryfluxi.niti.alizati.onand infor-
mationflow. The numberson the pointmin-
dicate the sequence of progress; the sctual
indexing in the program is done for one

(Vj~) qusdr=t at a time.

using more directions,this scheme is simpler to

index and does allow 9 independent solutionswhen

physically the solution should be 9 independent.

In this schemq the informationtransfer in e=h row

(column) isthessme. We believe that a point ar-

rangement as in Fig. 2 could be used, provided more

general coupling were alJawed.

be cheaper in terms of points,

to program.

III. PIWMMMDESCRIPTION

Such a scheme would

but would be harder

The TWOTRAN SPHERE program operates just as does

the general geometry TWOTRAN program. In this sec-

tion we give tables of information similar to those

given for the general.geometry TWOTRAN routine of

Ref. 1.

The major differencesbetween the programs are

1. TWXIRAN SPHERE uses a separable Legendre-

Chebyshev quadrature with M4 = (ISN-)/k points

per octant. Subroutine BNCON is completely re-

vised to provide these points.

2.

routine

3.

4.

Geometric functions calculated in sub-

INITAL are different.

New angular coefficientsph+and a new

flux array N
*

are required in TWOTRAN

Area and volume elements are retained as

two-dimensionalarmqys in TWOTRAN SPHERE.

5. Solutionproceduresin subroutine INNER

are revised to eJMw for the computation of the

extra angular flux and the special procedures

necessmy when O > rr/2.

6. A special edit (describedbelow) is al-

lowed in TWOTRAN SPHERE.

In TWDTRAN SPHERE, the normal edit of the gen-

eral geometry TWOTRAN is augmented by a special edit,

used only in adjoint calculations. The special edit

uses two new input parameters, NSS end NBE7TAand

four new input arrws. The edit cillowsthe evalua-

tion of 6JIintegralwhich depends parametrically on

llnangle ~ (there are NBl!XAsuch angles) sad the

further energy integrationof the integral over sev-

eral (NSS) source spectra. In the edit it is as-

sumed that a full-sphere combination has been made.

5



The engle j3is an incidenceangle measured from the

south pole. The other required input parameters are

the J indices

Q boundaries)

17/2+ p. The

MS

NBEI!A

SSP(IOM,NSS)

JBhTA(NBETA)

JBPI(NBINA)

B~A(NBEl!A)

(J=l, ... , JT + 1 for values of the

of the angles 01 . IT/2. p and 02 .

inputs and arrays are

Number of input source spectra.

Number of input incidence angles f3.

Input source spectra.

J index of angle Q

19and I) are meas~~1
pole.

J index of angle 02 =

f3and 02 are measured

pole.

n/2 - f3where

from the south

n/2 + P where

from the south

Angle of incidence p (measured in

revolutions from the south pole).

The integral calculated for energy group g is

Ig(P) = 2XMr sf~-’
cosQ sin Qd9$~(rs,Q,Vo,qo)

11/2+p
+211r

s Jn,2-,
COSO sin OdOt~(ra,O,po~qo),

where rs is the outer radius of the system, and b+
6

is the sdjoint flux at the surface of the sphere at

the angle Q in the direction defined by I.Ioand qo.

These cosines

ilo= Cos (!3-

Vo= sin (p -

are given by

0)
os$srl/2.

0)

In the edit, values of t; having val.uesof v andq

closest to y. amd To are used to evaluate the in-

tegral. In the case B = O when the system is in-

dependent of Q (and hence q),the integral becomes

which is proportionalto the adjoint leakage.

Restart options are essentially the same as

in the TWOTRAN program. The special.edit informa-

tion is treated like the usual TW(YI!RANedit infor-

mation on a restart. At the time of restart, the

quantities NSS and NBEl!Acan be changed using the

nemelist option.

.

.
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Array Name ad Dimension

TWOTRAN TWl!RANSPNERE

XH(IM) Y( I’r,im+l)

YH(JM) MI(o)

A3(IT) not used

A4(IT+l) x(IT+l,JT)

A5(IT) V(IT,JT)

m(m) Al(J’I)

A2(IT) A2(JT)

Bl(JT) Bl(JT)

TABLE I

@METRIC FUNCTIONS (0 IN REVOLUIIUlfS)

Velue

TWTRAN SPNERE

notiused

Q direction area
element (B.

l,j-4

---

---

TABLE II

NEW ARRAYSIN TwwrRAN SFNBRE

r direction area
element (Ai-~,j)

volume V. .
lJ

edit

edit

trigger for
angular aweep

prrav and Dimension Use

ml(m) Angular atreaniingcoefficientPh+

BE2(MK)
-= ‘tredw coefficient ‘1-l!

BEFL(ISN,lT,JT) Angular flux N
*

r

.
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TABLE III

smucm OF TJIslwoTRAN SPHERE PROGRAM

OVER.IAY(0,0)

RTsw.s

1. MX17i!R*

2. ERROR*

3* CLEAR*

4. WRITE*

5. ECIQJID*

6. ECIXJMP-X

7. SPREAD*

8. UNITWR*

9* JCDECS*

10. MINAGR*
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TABM IV

.

Position

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

n

1.2

13

14

ly

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

3

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Name

lTH

ISCT

I.SN

IGM

IM

JM

IBL

IRR

IBR

IBT

IEvT

ISTART

m

MIN

Ms

Ilrr

IHs

IHM

IQOPI!

ICUW

IQB

IPvT

IANG

IITL

IR.M

IxM

IYM

IEDom

IGEOM

IQR

IQT

ISDF

Ev

EvM

PvM

XLAL

XLAH

XrAx

EPS(EPSO)

CONlW?71SOF RLANH COW BI02K IA

Pointer
for Arra~ Remarks

Theory

Scatteringorder

Order of Sn

Number Of gI’OUpS

Number of radial coarse-meshintervals

Number of axial c~se-mesh intervals

Left boundary specification

Right boundary specification

E&tomb oundary specification

Top boundary specification

Eigenvslue type specification

Flux input option

Total number of materials

Total number of input nuclides frcsnboth library and csxds

Number of mixture instructions

Position in table of total cross section

Position in table of self-scattercross section

Cross section table length

Source input options

Distributed source anlsotropy order

Bottom boundary source indicator

Not used

Parametric eigenvslueindicator

Must be zero (not presently used)

Not used

Miud.mumnumber of imer iterations

Not USed

Maximum number of rebalance iterationswhich is set in INPUTXl

Radial-meshmodification indicator

Axial-mesh modificationindicator

F&t options

Geometry type indicator is set to three for compatibility

Right boundary source indicator

Top boundary source indicator

Density factor input indicator (0/1 = no/yes)

Not used

Eigenvalue guess

Eigenvaluemodifier

Parametric value of kefl

Search lambda lower limit

Search lambda upper limit

Fine-mesh search precision

Convergence precision end outer convergenceprecision

9



Position

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

63

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

I 84

Name

EPSI

NORM

POD

SNGT

IuP

ISF

INA

~R

INNN

IMJM

MM

NM

w
IT

JP

IGP

IJMM

IT

J’l!

ITJl!

17rNM

JTMM

NMIJ

NMM

ISPANC

INKc

ISCP

IMP

mm

ITP

JTP

ICLIM

LINX

LINY

I&

L&l.

I&2

‘l!able IV (cent)

Pointer
for Array

INK( IM)
IHY( JM)

c(INM,Mr)

AI.(JT)

A2(JT)

Remarks

Inner convergenceprecieion . EPSO

Within-group rebalance convergence precision = EPSO/2

Whole-system rebslaoce convergence precision = EPSO

Not used

Normalization amplitude

New parameter modifier

Must be zero

INS-INT-l (up-scatterindicator)

IHT-I (positionof Wf - in cross section table)

IIfr-2(positionof Ua - in cross section table)

mfr-3(positionof Utr - traeport CrOSEsection- in crosssecti~

tableif present)

INT-4(positionof an,2n- crosssectionin crosssectiontableif

present)

ProductIM*JM

Number of directions. IsN*/&

((ISCT+l)tiI*T+2))/2, number of anisotropiccanponents of flux

((IQAN+l)*(Iw+2))/2, number ofmisotropic source components

sum IM+l

sum JM+l

Sum IGM+l

Product IM*JMW1.1

Total number of radial fine-mesh intervala

Total number of axial fine-mesh intervals

Product ITWT

Product I?l?WOl

Product JTw

Product NM*IT*JT

Product NMw

La6t word address of cross section and Q-tiourceblock

Product INM+?.fl?

Last word address of flux block

Sum ISC!5-1

Product IM*JP

-duct IP’WM

sum IT+l

sum JTtl

Length of cross sectionportion of cross section and Q-source

block

Number of radia3.fine-mesh intervalsper coarse interval.

Number of axial fine-mesh intervalsper coexse interval

Cross eections for a group

Gecmetric function used In edit

Gecsnetricfunction used in edit

.

.
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Table IV (cent)

Position

85

86

87

88

89

%

91

92

93

91+

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

lo5

~06

107

108

109

I.lo

Ill

112

113

114

115

IJ.6

IJ,7

U8

119

120

Name

L44

LA5

w

LQR2

IQT1

IQT2

IIERl

LBR2

ml

LBT2

LXDF

LYDF

LFL

LFLA

LFIs

LFISA

IDC

LxR

LYR

LDx

LDY

LDYA

LxR

LYR

Lw

I&M

Pointer
for Array

X(ITP,JT)

V(IT,JT)

Q(NM,IT,JT)

QRl(JT,M)

QR2(JT,MM)

QTl(IT,@

Q!C2(IT,@

BRl(JT,@

BR2(JT,?.S4)

BTl(IT,w)

ET2(IT,MM)

XOF(IT)

YDF(JT)

Remarks

Not used

Area element in radial direction

Volume element

Distributed source

Input right boundary source for in-down directions (conditional

on IQR.EQ.1)

Input right boundary source for in-up directions (conditionalon

IQR.EQ.1)

Input Imp boundary source for in-down directions (conditional.on

IQT.EQ.1)

Input top boundexy source for out-down directions (conditionalon

IQT.EQ.1)

Right boundary flux (in-down and out-down)

Right boundary flux (in-up and out-up)

Top boundary flux (in-down and in-up)

Top boundary flux (out-downand out-up)

Radial fine-mesh cross section den8ity factor (conditionalinput

on ISDF.EQ.1)

Axial fine-mesh cross section density factor (conditionalinput

on ISDF.EQ.1)

Not used

Not used

Not used

Not used

Not used

Not used

X?XXX(NM,IT,JT)Flux components

FLUXA(IT,JT)

FISS(IT,JT)

FISSA(IT,JT)

IDCS(IM,JM)

XRAD(IP)

YRAD(JP)

IDX(IT)

IDY(JT)

IDYA(JT)

Y(IT,JTP)

WGT(MK)

COSMU(MM)

Scalar flux from previoua inner iteration

Not used

Same origin as FISSA

Fission source

Not used

Cross section zone identificationintegers

Input radial coarse-mesh boundaries

Input axial coarse-mesh boundaries

Radial d$rection indi.c8tor8 showing which radial coarse-mesh in-

terval a fine radial mesh interval belongs to

Axial direction zone index multiples

Axial direction indicators showing which axial coarse-mesh in-

terval a fine axial. mesh Interval belongs to

Area element In axial direction

Not used

Direction weights

Radial direction cosines

Il.



Po8ition

1.21

3.22

).23

124

125

126

m

1.28

w

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

337

138

13g

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

lyl

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

la

161

162

Name

LCE

LwM

LWE

131

LP2

LP3

IP4

IMN

IM2’

LMD

LF

LN

LFD

LFR

LFLL

LAB

J.&l

IQQG

LEuT

LFln!

LFRT

LFLT

LAsT

LHA

IGA

IQG

LFG

LSIN

Lss

LSOUT

LHL

LVL

LTL

LNL

LRL

LABG

LCHI

I&m

LVEL

LYM

LXM

Table IV (cent)

Pointer
for Array

COSETA(MM)

w(m)

W’E7TA(MM)

P1(NM,MM)

P2(NM,MM)

P3(NM,MM)

P4(NM,MM)

MIXNUM(MS)

MIXCOM(MS)

ML%DEN(MS)

F(IM,JM)

N(IM,JP)

FD(IM,JP)

FR(IT,JM)

FL(IP,JM)

AB(IM,JM)

QQ(~,J’@

QQG(IM,JM)

J? VT(IM,JP)

FIYI!(IM,JP)

FR’r(IP,JM)

FL’I!(IP,JM)

ABT(IM,JM)

HA(It4)

GA(IM)

QG(IGP)

FG(IGP)

SIN(IGP)

SS(IGP)

SOUT(IGP)

HL(IGP)

VL(IGP)

TL(IGP)

NL(IGP)

R.L(IGP)

A@ IGP)

ML( IGP)

CHI(IGP)

CHIA(IGP)

VEL(IGP)

YM(JM)

m(m)

Remarks

Axial direction cosines

Product ~TWOSh?J

Product wGIYCosEl!A

E@herical.harmonic

Spherical harmnic

Sphericalharmonic

Spherical harnbnlc

functions for in-down sweep

functions for out-down sweep

functions for in-up sweep

functions for out-up sweep

Input mixture nunibers(conditionalon MS.GT.0)

Input mixture instructions(conditionalon MS.GT.0)

Input mixture densitie8 (conditionalon MS.GT.0)

Coar8e-mesh

Coarse-mesh

Coar8e-mesh

Coarse-mesh

Coarse-mesh

Coarse-mesh

Coarse-mesh

Coarse-mesh

rebalance factors

qdp=ti~ current

downward partial current

rightwardpartial current

leftwerd partial current

absorptionremoval rate

source

source over all groups (conditionalon IEVT.EQ.0)

Sum of I!Uover all groups (same origin as III)

Sum of Fflover all groups (acme origin as FD)

SumofFR over all groups (same origin as IR)

SumofFL over allgroups (same origin as FL)

Sum of absor@ion rate over all groups

Used in subroutineREBAL for inversion

Used in subroutineREBAL for inversion

E@ce

space

Spsce

Space

Space

Group

Group

Group

Group

Group

space

Group

Input

integral.of Q

integral of FISSA

integral of group inscatter source

integral.of group self-scattersource

integral of group outscatter source

horizontalleakage

vertical leaksge

total leakage

net leakage

right leakage

integral of group absorptionrate

neutron balance

fission spectrum

Fission spectrum used in the calculation

Group velocities

Input ~ial directionmodifiers (conditionalon IEVT.EQ.4 and

IYM.EQ.1)

Input radial directionmodifiers (conditional.on IEVT.~.4 and

IXMOEQ.l)

12



.

.

.

.

Position

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

19L

195

196

197

198

199

m

ml

202

Name

LxRA

Lsou

LANF

194A

LB1.

IAIll

IAI&?

TALF

IA,B2

TN2N

XIAP

ICNT

E2

El

EVPP

EvP

m
NGO

ALAR

IITNO

‘lx

G

ICONV

NGOTO

E3

Evs

IITOT

ALA

TIN

ETP

IFN

Zz

BB

Table IV (cent)

Pointer
for Arra~ Remarks

XRAIIA(IP) Modified coarse-meshradial boundaries

YRADA(JP) Modified coarse-meshaxial boundaries

SOURCE(NM,IT,JT) Total.source in a group (same origin as Q)

AM(m) Adjoint absor@ion (conditionalon ITH.EQ.1)

Bl(JT) Trigger for systems larger than a hemisphere

AI@@ a coefficient (MM+l/2)/WGT

AL2(I@l) a coefficient(MM-1/2)/WGT

AIXL(NN,IT) a flux due to curvature streaming

C@ IT,MM) Input bottom boundary source for in-up directions (conditional

on IQB.lXj.1)

QB2(IT,MM) Input bottom boundary source for out-up directions (con-

ditional on IQB.EQ.1)

CTOT(IT,JT) Effective total cross section

Final convergenceindicator

N,2N reaction term used in balance equations

Value of lambda from sequence of outer iterationsprevious to

that of XLAP

Value of lambda from previous sequence of outer iterations

Iteration tri~er used in NEWPAR

Temporary storage

Temporary storage

Eigenvalue from cycle of outer iterationprevious to that of

EvP

Eigenvalue from pretims sequence of outer iterations

Temporary storage

Return indicator set in NEWPAR

Value of lambda from previous iteration

Not used

Inner iteration number

Total integrated source to a group

Number of current group (Integer)

Secondary convergence indicator

Return indicator set in TESTS

Temporary storage

Slope,used in eigenvalue search

Total number of inner iterations

Parameter lambda

Time

Pretious fission total

Fission calculation indicator set in INITAL

Outer iteration number

Radial geometric function used in FIXUP

Axial geometric function used in FIXUp

13



Position

203

204

205

206

x17

208

w

210

21.I.

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

2=

2a

222

223

224

225

226

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243 through
248

14

Name

cc

ml

T

s

CT

SUMEXA

NN

AA

TI

l!J

m

ERR

LBT3

LM!4

NIJMIT

IFLAG

L13El

LSE2

LSEF

NNP

YY

xx

w

LSSP

LJB

LJBP

IMuB

LBETA

NSEl!A

NSS

l!abl;o:tont)

for Array

m3(IT,@

mk( IT,NM)

RE1(MM)
BE2(ht.1)

BEFL(ISN,IT,JT)

SSP(IGM,NSS)

JSS’TA(-A)

JBPI(NBl!WA)

UB(NN+l)

BETA(NSETA)

Remarks

Angular function used in _

hgular functionused in FIXUP

Cell-centeredflux used in FIXUP

Source used in FIXUP

Total.cross section used in FIXUP

MM
X COSMJ(M)WGT(M)

ma

MM
Z COSXN!A(M)%#ST(M)

ml

ISN/2

Radial geometric function used in FIXUP

Temporary i-flux used in FIXUP

Temporary j-flux used in FIXUP

Temporary m-flux used in FIXUP

Not used

Scalar flux error frcm comparisonwith pretious flux

Not USed

Not used

Not used

Top boundary flux (conditiontion JJIC.EQ.3)

Not used

Not used

Top boundary flux (conditiontion IBI!.B2.3)

Not used

Used in INNER to determine setting of IFLAG

Whole-systemrebalance indicator

@coefficient (L+l/2)/hGT

$ coefficient(L - l/2)/t#3T

13flux due to T curvature streaming

Sumrm+l

Used in FIXUP

Used in FIXUP

Used in FIXUP

Not used

Not used

Edit source spectrum (conditionalinput onNSS >0)

Edit j level of n/2 - f3(conditionalinput onNSS >0)

Edit $ level of IT/2+ p (conditionalinput onNSS >0)

Edit v boundary pairs

Edit angle P (conditionalinput onNSS >0)

Edit number of incident angles

Edit number of source spectra

Not used

.

.

.
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‘fable IV (cent)
Pointer

Position Name for Array Remarks

249 NOSGUP Sigma up included in cross sectiom indicator

250 IOLYCS Overlay indicator as a two-digit octal number with the eight’s

digit indicatingthe primary level md unit’s digit indicating

the secondarylevel

TABLE V

CONTENTS OF NAMED COMMON BLOCK IWBGNI.

The named common block FWBGNl contains the informationrequired to continue the processing of the cur-

rent problem if it is restarted.

Name

IDUSE

E@l’FK

ECLTFX

ECLXFX

ECP2CQ

ECLTCQ

EXZCCQ

ECLECQ

ECIACQ

ECIQCQ

IK3QCQ

ECPTFL

ECLTFL

ECYTso

ECLTSO

EC.LAST

NOFIIM

LFTllMX

LPTFMY

LPTFMA

Contents and Remarks

Last title card. This is a vector 12 words in length used for the title of the plot routines.

The words are A6 in format.

NS pointer for the flux block for the first group. The flux block contains the three-dimen-

sional flux array as well as boundary arrays stored consecutively.

Length of the flux block for a group.

Length of the three-dimensionalflux array.

ECS pointer for the cross section and Q-source block for the first group. The cross section

and Q-source block contains the cross section array, the adjoint absorptionvector (when prob-

lem is sdjoint), the spatial total cross section matrix, and the various Q sources.

Length of the cross section and Q-source block for a group.

Combined length of the cross section array and the edjoint absorptionvector for a group.

Combined length of the cross section array, the adjoint absorptionvector and the total cross

section array, CTOT(IT,JT),for a group.

Length of the cross section matrix for a group (excludingthe adjoint cross sections, and the

C’!?C?!array).

Length of the Q-source block.

Used to locate the total cross section array, CTOT, in the ECS cross section and source block.

Used to locate the Q-source block in the ECS cross section and source block.

ECS pointer for the flow block for the first group. The flow block contains the coarse-mesh

partial-currentsmatrices for the upward, downward, rightward, and leftward directions.

Length of the flow block for a group.

ECS pointer for the source to the group block. This is the source to the group calcul.atedby

OUTER and used in INNER.

Length of the source to the group block.

ECS pointer for the next block to be assigned.

Plot type and plot stor~e indicator. -1/0/1 = no plot/plot/plotstorage error. An error in-

dication is given ff temporary storage required for plot exceeds the core available.

Core pointer of fine radial mesh for plot.

Core pointer of fine axial mesh for plot.

Core pointer of first temporary block for plot. The length of this block is the maximum of the

total.number of fine rmlial mesh intervals,the total.number of fine axial mesh intervals, or 21.
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Table V (conl)

Name

LPrlMB

LFmw

LP.lm4D

LPTFLX

TIMACC

LENDBA

Contents and Remarks

Core pointer of second temporaryblock for plot. The length of this block is the sane as that

of the first temporaryplot block.

Core pointer of third temporaryblock for plot. The length of this block is the ssme as that

of the first tempor~ plot block.

Core pointer of the fourth temporaryblock for plot. The length of the block is the same as

that of the first temporaryblock.

Core pointer of scalar-fluxblock for plot.

Accumulated problem running time.

Group number of restart dump.

Length of A data block. Used to return the A vector to core in a restart.

TABLEVI

CON!31Nl%OF NAMED CON$S2NMOCK l!WBGN2

The named comnon block IW133N2consists prhe.ril.yof those indicatorsusedby the Program bat not ~t~

to restart.

me

IFNOVY

IRCOVY

IDUMDM

LKNCCA

IFICDC

LSNXCA

IFLCDX

INRCOR

LENCIA

INREcs

LENMCB

LEXM3B

LENTAP

NCAROX

NCARDL

NCARLYI!

INTAPE

16

Pe.remetersthat define options are set in program RTSECS.

Conteots ~ d Remarks

Overlay file name. File nsaneis given in a hollerith form end is not entered into the file

name table of the program card. This name must be the same as that of the overlay specifica-

tion card.

Recall overlay indicator. When the overlay is ti core, it will be recalled fran the overlay

file only if the indicator is set properly (0/6=ALL. no/yes).

Unused. This is a vector of four words which is unused.

Length of the current-tijuatedmain data block. Used in core ~us~ent.

Current-adjustedfield length of the problem. Used in core ad.justient.

Maximum length of the main data block. Used in core adjustment. Length of the common block

called A.

Maximum field length of core. Used in core Uljustment.

Core adjustment indicator. (0/1. no/yes). Muatbe zero in overlay version of TIKYl!RANSPHERE.

Length of the canmon parameter block IA.

Number of IZS blocks requested for the problem. Each block i8 ec@L tO 51.2words. ‘J!hisiS in-

itia.Uy set in program RTSECS to the number of blocks requested on the job card.

Reduce ECS storage indicator. (0/1 = no/yes). If more than one case is tobe run and the ind-

icator is on, the cases must be in order of decreasingEXS size.

Length of the named connnonblock called lWBGN1.

Length of the named ccmnon block cdlad FWSGN2.

Length of the named ccmmwn block called IOCAL.

Length of the permanent file ccxmnonblock. This block is the first of the blank common blocks

(NINP, .... NSCRAT).

Retained for canpatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

.

*

.
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Name

IOTAPE

ILTNOP

ILTPOP

ILTSOP

IICSOP

IECSPI

IFILM

IwFIIM

TIMBDP

!L’IMSLD

T~FF

IPRLCD

LmJAT

IPRXCD

ISDMAP

INDPLT

NOCLNS

13K3DER

Table VI (cent)

Contents and Remarks

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Retained for compatibilityonly.

Initial MS pointer for block assignment. The first ECS block of a problem wil.1be given this

pointer and the other blocks will be assigned consecutivelocations. This number is usually

one.

File unit number for SC-@.320plot film output.

Flux storage indicator. (0/1 .ECS/NFLUX).

Minimum time between periodic dumps. (0/F.noperiodic dump#second).

Elapsed time since last dump.

Floating-pointform of the input fixed-pointparameter ITLIM.

Print data block input cards as reed indicator. (0/1= no/yes). When the indicator is on,

each card of a data block is printed as it is read. usue.lJyzero.

Print loeded data block vectors in full indicator. (0/1 = yes/no). When the indicator is on,

the entire contents of the block will be printed. When the indicator is off, only the title of

the block will be printed. Usually zero.

Print cross section card input indicator. (0/1= no/yes). When the indicator is on, each

cross section card is printed as it is read. ueuaJ.lyzero.

Length of the storage map vector.

Storege map request indicator. (0/1= no/yes). This section of the program is not operational.

SC-4020 film output indicator. (0/1/2/3= none/contour/projection/bothcontourend projection).

Number of contour lines desired in the plot. This must be less than 51.

Mode error information. This is the mode error by-pass vector of two words.

contains the transfer sddress to be taken in the event of a mode error. The

time of a mode error will be fi3J.edwith the error information.

The first word

second word at the

TABLE VII

CONTENTS OF NAMED COMMON BLOCK LOCAL

The named common block LOCAL contains informationthat is passed from

but is not needed in restart.

Name Contents and Remarks

NERROR Parameter input-errorindicator.

TTLIM Fixed-pointtime problem removal value. (0/N= no/seconds).

LENCLR Length of the partial block to be cleared during input.

ISN1’ Sn library request indicator.

LIKCT Storage length required by the cross section phase of input.

overlay to overlay for a problem

L4sT Storage length requ-i.redby the problem. This is a temporary value.

MCR Number of nuclides requested from cards.

KrP Number of nuclides requested from library.

IJfl’P The core pointer for the library ID request table.

IERRST Storage-errorindicator.
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Table VII (cent)

Name

IERRKJ!

NEDIT

IEDIT

NEXTER

ICPICx3

NEXTRA

Contents end Remarks

Restart-errorindicator.

Total.storage length to be cleared. This is a temporary storage.

Ille unit number upon which to place edit input information.

Edit information. This is a vector of two words that contains the edit values of NZ and NORMZ.

Fetch next case indicator. If nonzero after all input is successfullyreed, next problem

is fetched.

SC-4(X33contour flux log plot indicator. (o/l =plot of flux/plot of log flux).

File unit number of’a scratch file.

TABLE VIII

ECS STORAGE

ECS First Word Address Total Length Contents

RCFTCQ (ISPANC+l-IC)*IGM Cross section and Q-source blocks by group.

EPTFX (ISPANF+l-w)*IGhf Flux blocks by gI’OUp.

W.Wl!FL (lllR.l+IMJP)%?*IGM Flow blocks by @’OUp.

ECPTSO ~*~~ Source to the group not includingwithin group scatter.

TABLS IX

FILE NAMES AND m REQUDWMEWTS

.Uune

NI.NP

NouT

IFILM

NCAQ

NFLUX

NSCRAT

NEDIT

NEXTRA

IFNOVY

Logical
Unit

10

9

12

6

7

5

17

18

Contents

Problem decinml input unit

System output decimal unit

System SC-@O plot output

unit

Cross section library unit

First unit for restart

dumps

Second unit for restart

dumps

Storage for edit infor-

mation

Used as a scratch file

Overlay file name

Remarks

GeneralJy this unit is equivalence to the system in-

put unit. In case both code and problems exe con-

tained on a tape, this cannot be done.

The name of the library disk file must be equival.enced

to this unit number in the file definition section of

the program card.

Serves as an initial unit for flux guesses from tape

as well as a dump unit.

Rest.artdumps are taken alternatelyupon NFLUX and

this unit during the execution of a problem.

This is used by the edit program to accumulate certain

sums.

This file name is given in a hollerith form and must

match that of the overlw control cards. The name is

never entered into the file-definitionsection of the

program card.

.

.

,
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IV. INPUl!SPECIFICATIONS

In the fo=owing psges the input data for TWO-

TRAN SPHERE are listed in exactly the order in

which they me entered in the code. The data are

divided into three categories:(1) job title cards,

(2) control integers on cards l through sand con-

trol floating-pointnumbers on cards 4 and 5, and

(3) problem-dependent dataon subsequentcards.

A. Job Title Card8

The user begins by indicatingon a card in an

16 formatthe numberof title or Job description

cards he wants to use. He then enters the descrip-

tive material.on these cards which are read with a

1.2A6 format.

B. Input of Control Numbers

On cards 1 through 3, the user enters the fol-

lowing control integerswhich are read in a1216

format.

Number of lime of
Word on Card Variable Comnents

3 ISN

CONTROL -~S-----------------------------------------------------.-----------------------------.-C~ 1

1 ITH 0/1 (direct/adjoint)type of calculationto be performed.

2 ISCT O/N (isotropic/Nth-orderanisotropic)order of scatteringcalculation. There

are NM = (ISCT + l)(ISCT + 2)/2 spherical.harmonics flux components. These

are not used to compute a scattering source unless some zone material.identifi-

cation number is negative. See IOCS below.

Sn Order. Even integer only. If negative, user must supply his own quadra-

ture coefficients. Otherwise (for ISN = 2 through 16) built-in constants ae

used.

L IGM Number of groups.

5 IM Number of coarse-meshintervals in the i-direction.

6 JM Number of coarse-meshintervals in the J-direction.

7 IBL Leftboundary condition: 0/1 vacuum/reflective. .

8 IBR Right boundary condition: 0/1/2 vacuum/reflective/white.

9 IBB Bottom boundary condition: 0/1/2/3 vacuum/refl.ective/white/period.i,c.

10 IBT Top boundary condition: 0/1/2/3 vacuum/reflective/white/periodic.

u m Eigenvalue type - 0/1/2/3/4 - inhomogeneoussource(Q)/keffcalculation/time

absorption (alpha) search/nucl.ideconcentration(C) seerch/zonethickness

(delta) search.

12 IWART Input flux guess and starting options -7/-6/-5/-4/-3/-2/-1/0/1/2/3/4/5/6/7.

See Ref. 1.

CONTROL lXl!EGERS------------------------------------.-c----------------------------.------------.,----CARD 2

Ms

m

1 m Total number of materials (cross section blocks including anisotropic cross

sections) in the prob’lem.

2,3 MIN Number of input materials. This nmnber is divided into 213 words, Ml!Pand

NCR, where WIP Is the number of materials from the LIBRARY disk andM2’R is

the number of materials from the card reader.

4 Number of mixture instructions. See Ref. 1 and items MIXNIJM,MIXCOM, and

MXDEN below.

5 Row of toteL cross section in the cross section format. If SHT <O, code
up in cross section ~ble.

assumes that there is no o
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6 IRS Row of within-group scatteringcross section in the cross section format.

7 IRM Total number of rows in the cross section fo-t.

8 IQOP1’ 0/1/2/3/4 Options for input of inhomogeneouasource. See Ref. 1.

9 IQAN Order of aniaotropy of inhcnmgeneousdistributed source.

10,.U.,I.2 IQR/IQE/ Right/bottom/topboundary sources to be specifiedaa InPut. 0/1 - (no/YeS).

IQT This word is split into a 312 format. See items (LIU.,QR2, QBI-j~~ QTl~ ~d

QT2 below. These sources are the value of the incoming flux on the boundary.

13 IPvT 0/1 (no/yes) Is a parametric eigenvaluebeing entered? See itemPV below.

14 IITL Maximum number of inner iterationsallowed Per group.

15 m 0/1 (no/yes)Are the i-directionmne thicknessesto be maltfied? See item

XM below.

CONTROL INI!EXXIRS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CARD 3

1 IYM 0/1 (no/yes)Are the $-directionzone thickmeasesto be nmdlfied? See item

YM below.

2 ITLIM O/seconds If an integer number of seconds ia entered, a restart dump is

taken after this number of seconds and the problem is terminated.

3 Number of incident angles.

4 IEDoPl! 0/1/2/3/4 (none/option)Edit options. Option 1 is amecroscopic edit, Option

2 is a macroscopicplus microscopic edit. Options 3 and 4 give the informa-

tion of options 1 and 2 (respectively)plus a zone relative power density edit.

5 ISDF Density factor input indicator (0/1 = no/yes).

6 NSS Number of source spectra.

Cards 4 and 5 consist of control floating-pointnumbers read in a EI.2.6format.

CONTROL FIOITING-POINT

1 Ev

2 EvM

3 Pv

k XL4L

5 XLAH

6 XIAX

CONTROL FILulTING-POINl’

1 EPs

2 NORM

3 POD

~A--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4

Eigenvalue guess. It is satisfactoryto enter 1.0 for IEVT = 3 endO.O for

all other problems.

Eigenvaluemodifier ueed only if IEVT >1. See Ref. 1.

Parametricvalue of keff for subcriticalor supercriticsd.systems.

Lambda lower limit for eigen-ue searches. See Ref. 1.

Search lambda upper limit.

Search lambda convergenceprecision for second and subsequentvalues of the

eigenvalue.

WA--------------------------------------------------------------------------C~5

Convergenceprecision.

Normalizationfactor. Total number of particles in zystemnormslized to this

number if it is nonzero. No normalizationif NORM is Zero.

Parameter oscSUation damper used in eigenvalue searches. See Ref. 1.

c. Input ofRemaini ng Data

With the exception of the cross sections, most of the followingdata are read by the speciel formats

discussed in Ref. 1. We denote these f0~att3 by S(I) for integers and S(E) for floati~-&nt numbers.—.
●
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Block Name
and

Dimen8ion

IHX(I@

IRY( JM)

IDL1-B(m.P)

Number
of

Format Entries Comments

S(I) IM Integers defining the number of fine-mesh i-intervals in each

coarse-meshk-interval.

S(I) JM Integers defining the number of fine-mesh j-intervalsin each

coarse-mesh.4-interval..

S(I) KrP Identificationnumbers designatingnuclides to be reed from

the library. Nuclidea reed from the library are assigned

identificationnumbers MCR + 1, M2R + 2, etc., in the order

C(IRM,IGM,MIN) (-.5)

Input FLUX S(E)

Guess

FLUX(NM,IT,JT)

Input Source S(E)

Q(~,~,JT)

QKL(JT,MM)

QR2(JT,MM)

QBl(IT,l@

QB2(IT,MM)

Q!tT(IT,MM)

QT2(IT,MM)

WGT(M4)

Cosk.!u(m.f)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

JwMM

JwMM

rr%ml

IT+MM

IT+fMM

I’wrm

read.

M2R blocks of IRM*IGM numbers. Cross section blocks from cards.

Each block is Dreceded by a header (identification)card reed

with a 1.2A6format. WR blocks are read in this fashion, and

MIN==R+MIP.

Number of entries depends on option. See Ref. 1.

f?xw2!Aw!?E2
-L Im+m+JT

-3 IGM+TT*JT

-2 IGM blocks of 13!*JT

-1 IGM

o None

1 NM sets of IGM

2 IGM groups of NM sets of IT*JT

3 NM sets of IGM+?3!*JT

4 NM sets of IGM+IT+JT

Number of entries depends on option. See Ref. 1.

s!l?l@l —Number

0 None

1 N14Jsets of IGM

2 IGM gl’OUpSof~ blocks Of IT*J’f

3 N1.fJsets of IGM+IT*JT

4 NkQ sets of IGM+IT+JT

Right boundary source (flux) in the in-down directions. ~

not enter unless IQJ7= 1.

Right boundary source (flux) in the in-up directions. Do not

enter unless IQR = 1.

Bottom boundsxy source (flux) in the in-up directions. Do not

enter unless IQB=l.

Bottom boundary source (flux) in the out-up directions. Do—

not enter unless IQB = 1.

Top boundary source (flux) in the in-down directions. Do not

enter unless IQT . 1.

Top boundary source (flux) in the out-down directions. Do not

Quadrature weights. Do not enter unless ISN CO.

Quadrature p cosines. Do not enter unless ISN <O.



Block Naane
and

Dimension

Number
of

Format Entries Comnents

COSIWA(MM)

XRAD(IP)

YRAD(JP)

S(E) Ml

S(E) IM+l

S(E) JM+l

Quadrature q cosines. Do not enter unless ISN <O.

Coarse k-mesh boundaries (cm). Must form increasing sequence.

Coarse l-mesh boundaries (revolutions). Must form increasing

sequence and maximum be less than or equal one half.

Cross sections zone identificationnumbers. These numbersIIXX(IM,JM) S(I) J-J.f*JM

assign a cross section block to each zone defined by the coarse-

mesh boundaries. If these numbers are negative, an anisotropic

scatteringsource is calculated in the zone. Do not use nega-

tive numbers here if ISCT = O. ‘J!hesenumbers need not be neg~

tive, however, if ISCT >0.

CHI(IGP) S(E) IGM Fission ftactions. Fraction-offission weld emerging in each

group.

Group speeds. Used only in time absorptioncalculations.VEL(IGP)

MIXNUM(MS)

S(E)

S(I)

IGM

Ms Numbers identifyingcross section block being mixed. SeeRef.

1. Do not enter ifMS = O.

Numbers controlling cross section mixture process. See Ref.

1. Do not enter if M . 0.

Mixture densities. SeeRef. 1. Do not enter if MS = O.

i-mesh modificationfactors. See Ref. 1. Do not enter unless

IEVT=4andlXM>0.

J-mesh modificationfactors. See Ref. 1. Do not enter unless

m=4a0d~>o.

Rsdia.1fine-mesh cross section density factors. Do not enter

unless ISDF= 1.

Axiel fin-mesh cross section density factors. Do not enter

unless ISDF = 1.

Integer defining number of edits to be performed IEDOPT >0

a“

Integer defining number of microscopic activities to be ccm-

MIXCOM(MS) S(I) Ms

MIKDEN(KS)

XM(m)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

S(E)

Ms

IM

YM(JM) JM

XDF(IT) IT

S(E) JT

16NsDs 1

16MN 1

MN

2

puted. IEDOFT = 2 end 4 0nly. See Ref. 1.

Integers defining material blocks for which microscopic edit

is to be made. IEDOPT 5 2 and 4 only. SeeRef. 1.

The integer NZ is the number of edit zones. The integer NORMZ

is the zone to which the power density is normalized (NORMZ

is not used unless IEDOPT = 3 or 4). See Ref. 1.

MICID(MN) S(I)

216NZ,NORMZ

NEDZ(IM,JM) S(I) Integers defining which edit zone each coarse-mesh zone is in.

See Ref. 1.

Edit source spectra. Do not enter unless NSS >0.

Edit j-level ofn/2 - P. Do not enter unless NBS >0.

Edit j-level of TT/2 + p. Do not enter unless NSS >0.

Edit angle p. Do not enter unless NSS >0.

S(E)

S(I)

S(I)

S(E)

=P(IGM,NSS)

J=fA(rmm)

JSPI(NSETA)

BETA(lnl~A)

ICWNSS

NBEl!A

-A
,
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